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RECOMMENDING SERVER MANAGEMENT 
ACTIONS FOR INFORMATION 

PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND 

The present invention generally relates to problem reso 
lution for information processing systems, and more par 
ticularly relates to recommending automation server man 
agement actions for information processing systems. 
Modern information technology (IT) infrastructures are 

large, complex, heterogeneous multi-tiered environments. 
Deploying an automation solution in Such a setting is a 
daunting task because one has to Successfully deal with 
heterogeneity of systems and the resulting idiosyncrasies of 
their permutations. A vast amount of human effort has to be 
expended to make the transition to deploying an automation 
Solution in this complex environment by painstakingly ana 
lyzing, observing, and automating viable processes within 
the infrastructure. A large amount of similarity exists in the 
server management actions of an automation Solution on 
nodes. This is mostly due to the dimensions of heterogeneity 
being finite, and an automated server management action 
that is valid for one node could be valid for another node in 
the infrastructure as well. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

In one embodiment a method for identifying server man 
agement actions for resolving problems associated with one 
or more nodes in information technology infrastructure is 
disclosed. The method comprises generating a node-ticket 
record for an information processing node associated with at 
least one problem ticket. The node-ticket record comprises 
a set of system descriptors and a set of problem descriptors. 
Each of the set of system descriptors describes at least one 
attribute of the information processing node. Each of the set 
of problem descriptors describes at least one operational 
problem occurring at the information processing node. A set 
of node-ticket clusters is queried based on the node-ticket 
record. Each of the set of node-ticket clusters maps a set of 
server management actions to set of historical node-ticket 
records associated with the node-ticket cluster. Each of the 
set of historical node-ticket records comprises at least one 
common system descriptor and at least one common prob 
lem descriptor. The set of server management actions was 
previously performed to resolve at least one operational 
problem associated with at least one information processing 
node. At least one set of server management actions asso 
ciated with at least one of the set of node-ticket clusters 
corresponding to the node-ticket record within a given 
threshold is identified based on the querying, at least. 

In another embodiment a method for identifying automa 
tion Solutions for automatically resolving problems associ 
ated with one or more nodes in information technology 
infrastructure is disclosed. The method comprises generat 
ing a node-ticket record for an information processing node 
associated with a problem ticket. The node-ticket record 
comprises a set of problem descriptors and at least one of a 
set of system descriptors and a set of service management 
descriptors. Each of the set of problem descriptors describes 
at least one operational problem occurring at the information 
processing node. Each of the set of system descriptors 
describes at least one attribute of the information processing 
node. Each set of service management descriptors describe 
at least one attribute of at least one set service management 
tools and processes associated with the information process 
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2 
ing node. A set of node-ticket clusters is queried based on the 
node-ticket record. Each of the set of node-ticket clusters 
maps a set of server management actions to a set of historical 
node-ticket records associated with the node-ticket cluster. 
Each of the set of historical node-ticket records comprises at 
least one common system descriptor and at least one of one 
or more common problem descriptors and one or more 
common service management descriptors. Each of the set of 
node-ticket clusters maps to none, one, or more automation 
Solution descriptors. Each automation solution descriptors 
comprises descriptors of system descriptors, prerequisite 
service management tools, setup instructions, implemented 
service management actions, and service management pro 
cesses. The set of server management actions was previously 
used to resolve at least one operational problem associated 
with at least one information processing node. The set of 
automation solutions server management solutions was 
defined by experts or previously used to implement at least 
one of the service management actions associated with at 
least one information processing node. The query returns at 
least one set of server management actions associated with 
at least one of the set of node-ticket clusters corresponding 
to the node-ticket record within a given threshold. The query 
also return at least one automation solution that implements 
the at least one set of server management actions. Each item 
returned by the query is associated with a confidence level. 
In one embodiment, only items within a given confidence 
threshold are returned, but this is not required. 

In yet another embodiment, a computer program product 
for identifying server management actions for resolving 
problems associated with one or more nodes in information 
technology infrastructure is disclosed. The computer pro 
gram product comprises a storage medium readable by a 
processing circuit and storing instructions for execution by 
the processing circuit for performing a method. The method 
comprises generating a node-ticket record for an information 
processing node associated with at least one problem ticket. 
The node-ticket record comprises a set of system descriptors 
and a set of problem descriptors. Each of the set of system 
descriptors describes at least one attribute of the information 
processing node. Each of the set of problem descriptors 
describes at least one operational problem occurring at the 
information processing node. A set of node-ticket clusters is 
queried based on the node-ticket record. Each of the set of 
node-ticket clusters maps a set of server management 
actions to set of historical node-ticket records associated 
with the node-ticket cluster. Each of the set of historical 
node-ticket records comprises at least one common system 
descriptor and at least one common problem descriptor. The 
set of server management actions was previously performed 
to resolve at least one operational problem associated with 
at least one information processing node. At least one set of 
server management actions associated with at least one of 
the set of node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node 
ticket record within a given threshold is identified based on 
the querying, at least. 

In a further embodiment, an information processing sys 
tem for identifying server management actions for resolving 
problems associated with one or more nodes in information 
technology infrastructure is disclosed. The information pro 
cessing system comprises a memory and a processor com 
municatively coupled to the memory. An action recommen 
dation module is communicatively coupled to the memory 
and the processor. The action recommendation module is 
configured to perform a method. The method comprises 
generating a node-ticket record for an information process 
ing node associated with at least one problem ticket. The 
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node-ticket record comprises a set of system descriptors and 
a set of problem descriptors. Each of the set of system 
descriptors describes at least one attribute of the information 
processing node. Each of the set of problem descriptors 
describes at least one operational problem occurring at the 
information processing node. A set of node-ticket clusters is 
queried based on the node-ticket record. Each of the set of 
node-ticket clusters maps a set of server management 
actions to set of historical node-ticket records associated 
with the node-ticket cluster. Each of the set of historical 
node-ticket records comprises at least one common system 
descriptor and at least one common problem descriptor. The 
set of server management actions was previously performed 
to resolve at least one operational problem associated with 
at least one information processing node. At least one set of 
server management actions associated with at least one of 
the set of node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node 
ticket record within a given threshold is identified based on 
the querying, at least. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying figures where like reference numerals 
refer to identical or functionally similar elements throughout 
the separate views, and which together with the detailed 
description below are incorporated in and form part of the 
specification, serve to further illustrate various embodiments 
and to explain various principles and advantages all in 
accordance with the present invention, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one example of an 
operating environment according to one embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 shows one example of ticket data associated with 
a problem ticket according to one embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 3 shows one example of system descriptor informa 
tion associated with an information processing node accord 
ing to one example of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 shows one example of service management 
descriptor information according to one example of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 5 shows one example of automation solution 
descriptor information according to one example of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 6 shows one example of a node-ticket record accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 shows one example of node-ticket (action) clusters 
according to one embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 shows one example of server management action 
rankings for a given node-ticket descriptor associated with a 
given taxonomic label according to one embodiment of a 
present invention; 

FIG. 9 shows one example of action and automation 
Solution ranking according to one example of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 10 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one 
example of a learning phase for identifying server manage 
ment actions for resolving problems associated with one or 
more information processing nodes according to one 
embodiment of the present invention: 

FIGS. 11 and 12 are operational flow diagrams illustrating 
one example of a production phase for identifying server 
management actions for resolving problems associated with 
one or more information processing nodes according to one 
embodiment of the present invention: 
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4 
FIG. 13 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one 

example of process for identifying server management 
actions for resolving problems associated with one or more 
information processing nodes according to one embodiment 
of the present invention; and 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a detailed view of 
an information processing system according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Operating Environment 
FIG. 1 shows one example of an operating environment 

100 applicable to various embodiments of the present inven 
tion. In particular, the environment 100 of FIG. 1 comprises 
an infrastructure of nodes (information processing systems) 
102, one or more database systems 104, one or more server 
action management systems 106, and one or more admin 
istrator systems 108. In one embodiment, each of these 
information processing systems 102, 104, 106, 108 is com 
municatively coupled to one another via one or more net 
works (not shown). 
The database system 104, in one embodiment, comprises 

one or more databases (databanks) 110 of problem resolu 
tion. The database(s) 110 stores/maintains associations of 
computer systems with problem tickets and server manage 
ment information Such as diagnoses, remedial actions, and 
automated solutions. In one embodiment, the remedial 
actions were selected and taken by domain experts (and/or 
an automated system) to resolve the problems identified in 
the problem tickets. A problem ticket, in one embodiment, is 
a record of a problem with one or more of the nodes 102. A 
problem ticket can be created manually by help desk staff in 
response to a user phone call or other communication, or can 
be generated automatically by a system monitoring appli 
cation. 

After creation, a problem ticket is typically routed by a 
dispatcher to a system administrator System 108 associated 
with a system administrator (SA) with the appropriate skills 
to diagnose and resolve the problem. When the system 
administrator has resolved the problem, (s)he may record 
information within the database system 104 about the diag 
nosis, remedial actions, and any relevant automated solu 
tions. Experts or a governance body create automation 
solution descriptors 119 for automation solutions 121 imple 
menting one or more of the actions recorded by SAS. In one 
embodiment, an automation Solution 121 is either a descrip 
tor(s) of possible server management actions; a descriptor(s) 
of possible automation Solutions; and/or a record(s) of actual 
automation Solutions. 
An automation solution descriptor 119 comprises service 

management tool information, System descriptor informa 
tion, tool setup information, actions performed, process 
information, etc. Service/System management tools 123 are 
used to manage the information processing systems 102. In 
one embodiment, service management descriptors 125 are 
generated that describe the various service/system manage 
ment tools associated with a given information processing 
system. 

Therefore, in one embodiment, the database(s) 110 within 
the database system 104 stores/maintains ticket data 112 
associated with problem tickets; system descriptor informa 
tion 114 associated with the infrastructure systems 102; 
action information 115 associated with actions performed by 
a user (e.g., administrator) or an automated System to resolve 
the problem identified in the problem ticket; automation 
descriptors 121 or any information associated with an auto 
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mation solution 121 for automatically correcting problems 
associated with information processing systems 102; and 
service management descriptors 125 associated with the 
infrastructure systems 102. Diagnosis information identify 
ing the cause of a problem associated with a node 102 can 
also be stored within the database 110 as well. 
The server action management system 106, in one 

embodiment, comprises an action recommendation module 
107. It should be noted that the action recommendation 
module 107 (or at least one or more of its components) can 
also reside within the administrator system 108 (or any other 
system) as well. The action recommendation module 107 
comprises a clustering module 116, a query module 118, a 
node-ticket/action mapping 120 (also referred to herein as a 
“set of node-ticket clusters 120” or “action clusters 120'). 
and a ranking module 122. As will be discussed in greater 
detail below, the server action management system 106 
utilizes these components to correlate the server manage 
ment actions, descriptors, and ticket data stored in the 
database system 104 into a cluster space. A mapping 
between descriptors, ticket data, and server management 
actions is then learned by the server action management 
system 106 from this cluster space. When a new node or a 
set of nodes is added to the infrastructure, for which a 
problem resolution has not been previously performed, the 
descriptors and ticket data of that node are projected onto the 
cluster space and the most relevant server management 
actions 128 are suggested to a user (and/or automated 
system) along with their level of specificity. In another 
embodiment, relevant automation solutions 130 are also 
Suggested to a user. 

For example, when the server action management system 
106 receives a new problem/trouble ticket 124 associated 
with one or more information systems 102, the server action 
management system 106 utilizes these components to 
exploit the data (e.g., various descriptor information, ticket 
data, and system management tools/solutions) that already 
exists in database system(s) 104 to recommend diagnoses, 
remedial actions, and/or automation Solutions to solve the 
problem identified in the problem ticket 124. If an automa 
tion solution is already deployed for the related problem 
ticket, the server action management system 106 informs the 
SA about the solution process to execute on new ticket, and 
other solution details 

FIG. 2 shows one example of ticket data 212 from a 
problem ticket that is maintained within a database 110 of 
the database system 104. In one embodiment, ticket data is 
manually stored within the database system 104 by a user 
and/or is extracted from a problem ticket by the server action 
management system 106 discussed below. In particular, FIG. 
2 shows that the ticket data 212 comprises a problem ticket 
identifier 202 that uniquely identifies the problem ticket 
associated with the ticket data 112. The ticket data 212 also 
comprises problem ticket descriptor information 204 and 
action information 206. 
The problem ticket descriptor information 204 comprises 

problem ticket descriptors for an issue (operational problem) 
caused by an errant operational condition(s) of the associ 
ated node 102. In one embodiment, the problem ticket 
descriptors are multi-tiered descriptors such as problem 
description, problem type, duration, etc. For example, higher 
level descriptors can include (but are not limited to) "capac 
ity”, “hardware”, “application”, “user admin', etc. that 
describe the problem with the associated information pro 
cessing system. Lower level, or finer grain descriptors 
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6 
include (but are not limited to) “failure cause” with values 
Such as “logical disk space'. “memory utilization’, or “pag 
ing utilization'. 

It should be noted that ticket data/descriptors 112 asso 
ciated with one problem ticket can have a different level of 
specificity than ticket data/descriptors 112 associated with 
another problem ticket. For example, the ticket data 112 of 
one problem ticket can comprise a first descriptor that 
identifies the problem as a “Capacity/Physical Disk Space' 
problem. However, the ticket data 112 of another problem 
ticket can comprise a second descriptor that identifies the 
problem as a “Capacity/Physical Disk Space/DB2” problem. 
As can be seen, the second descriptor comprises “DB2' in 
addition to Capacity/Physical Disk Space, whereas the first 
descriptor only comprises “Capacity/Physical Disk”. There 
fore, the second descriptor has greater specificity, or is more 
specific (i.e., provides more details) with respect to the 
problem associated with a node. 
The ticket data 112 can further include diagnosis infor 

mation Such as “file system usage percentage threshold 
exceeded'. This diagnosis information identifies the cause 
of the problem or the problem itself associated with a node 
102. The action information 206 includes information that 
identifies and/or describes the actions taken by a user and/or 
an automated System to resolve the problem associated with 
the corresponding node 102. Actions can include (but are not 
limited to) “delete/tmp files”, “delete log files’ “extend file 
system”, etc. For example, the ticket data 212 of FIG. 2 
shows that the action(s) taken to resolve the Capacity/ 
Physical Disk Space' problem was to clear the event logs. 

It should be noted that a node 102 can be associated with 
multiple problem tickets and, hence, multiple ticket data 
entries 112 within the database 110. Also, similar nodes can 
share an association with the same actions for similar 
problems. Therefore, as will be discussed in greater detail 
below, a domain expert (or automated System) can position 
each node 102 and problem ticket into a taxonomy that 
categorizes nodes and tickets at various levels of special 
ization/generalization. Here, a taxonomy is a hierarchical 
classification mechanism that has Supertype-Subtype rela 
tionships, also referred to as generalization-specialization 
relationships. Therefore, each problem ticket descriptor 204 
and system descriptor 304 can have various degrees of 
specificity. 

FIG. 3 shows one example of system descriptor informa 
tion 314 that can be recorded in a database(s) 110 of the 
database system 104. It should be noted that this database(s) 
110 can be the same or different from the database(s) 110 
that stores the ticket data 112. In one embodiment, the 
system descriptor information is manually stored within the 
database system 104 by a user and/or is extracted from a 
problem ticket by the server action management system 106 
discussed below. In particular, FIG. 3 shows that the system 
descriptor information 314 comprises a system identifier 302 
that uniquely identifies the system associated with the sys 
tem descriptor information 314. The system descriptor infor 
mation 314 also comprises system descriptors 304. 

In one embodiment, the system descriptors 304 are multi 
tiered descriptors including (but not limited to) “system 
architecture'. “operating system class”, “operating system'. 
“application', etc. that describe various characteristics, attri 
butes, and/or capabilities or the system. Each of these 
descriptors can have various granularities to provide addi 
tional details associated with the system. For example, the 
system architecture can identify the processor type, speed, 
manufacturer, etc. 
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The system descriptors 304 of FIG. 3 show that the 
architecture is an IBM BladeCenter H21 with Processor 
Type A running at 2500 MHz. The system has 8 GB of 
memory, and is running operating system “OS A version 
2003. It should be noted that the system descriptors of one 
node can have a different specificity than the system descrip 
tors of another node. For example, a first system descriptor 
of one node may include Architecture A and OS Class B, 
while a second system descriptor of another node may 
include Architecture A, OS Class B, OS Version C, and 
Processor D. As can be seen, the second system descriptor 
is more specific (i.e., provides more details) than the first 
system descriptor. 
The system descriptor information 114 can also include 

dynamic system descriptors that provide dynamic informa 
tion associated with the corresponding node 102. One 
example of a dynamic system descriptor is percent oftmp 
file system utilized with value of "90%. Dynamic system 
descriptors, in one embodiment, reflect the state of the node 
just prior to (within a given amount of time) the anticipated 
server managementaction. In another embodiment, dynamic 
system descriptors include information reflecting the State of 
the node at multiple times between ticket creation and the 
anticipated server management action. 

FIG. 4 shows one example of service management 
descriptor information 423. A node can be managed using 
one or more system management tools such as tools for 
monitoring, automation, user access management, etc. A 
given service management descriptor 402 identifies the 
system ID 404 of a system associated with the service 
management descriptor 402, the tool(s) 406 used to manage 
the system, tool configuration details 408, and the scope of 
management 410. For example, a first system descriptor 404 
indicates that system S1 is managed by tool ITEMV6, which 
is configured to monitor the operation system (OS). FIG. 4 
also shows that system S1 is also managed by PARITY to 
execute cleanup of /tmp. 

FIG. 5 shows one example of automation solution 
descriptor information 519. In one embodiment, a given 
automation solution descriptor 502 comprises a solution ID 
504 that uniquely identifies an automation solution. The 
descriptor 502 also comprises details about the type of 
automation 506; a system descriptor 508 (discussed above 
with respect to FIG. 3); service management tools 510 
required to implement the automation; setup actions for 
these service management tools 512; actions performed on 
the end system 514; process (actions) 516 for handling 
future incidents; process (actions) 518 for related activities 
Such as reporting; and/or the like. 
The automation type 506 indicates whether the solution is 

full automation or partial automation. A solution is full 
automation when the incidents are not expected to occur 
again, or if they occur the incidents are to be handled 
completely by the service management tools. For example, 
a “log space full event is detected by the monitoring system 
(ITEMv6), which triggers the automated execution of an 
automation tool (TEM) to clear up space. A solution is 
partial-automation when the system administrator has to 
manually invoke one or more commands that will fix the 
problem (incident), and possibly review intermediary 
results. 
The service management tools 510 required for the solu 

tion provide a complete description of the tool(s) and its 
version that should be available for the solution actions to be 
executed. The tool configuration 512 information and setup 
action information 514 identify the details such as the 
monitoring policy to be defined for monitoring tools; con 
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8 
figuration files or changes to existing configuration files for 
automation tools; automation artifacts (e.g., TEM fixlets) to 
be invoked by the system administrator, agent initialization 
commands; user ID changes on the target or management 
nodes; etc. 

Process action information 516, 518 include a description 
of the process/actions to be executed when new related 
ticket occurs and, possibly, other processes to be established 
related to the solution. Sample actions to be executed when 
ticket occurs include tool and commands to be used, and 
parameter specification as derived from ticket description. 
Other processes that can be established related to the solu 
tion, especially for full-automation solutions, may include a 
periodic health check or periodic reporting actions that help 
the system administrator ensure that the Solution is produc 
ing the expected results. 

It should be noted that when the ticket data 112, system 
descriptor information 114, action information 115, service 
management descriptor information 423, and automation 
solution descriptor information 519 are stored within the 
database system 104 they can be stored separate from each 
other or stored together. In the embodiment where the ticket 
data 112 (including the action information 115) and descrip 
tor information 114, 423,519 are stored separate from each 
other, a pointing mechanism is utilized to map the ticket data 
112 and system descriptor information 114 for a given 
information processing system(s) 102 to each other. In the 
embodiment where the ticket data 112 (including the ticket 
information 115) and descriptor information 114, 423, 519 
are stored together, a single table can comprise multiple 
records, where each record comprises the information 
shown in FIGS. 2 to 5. 
Recommending Server Actions 
As discussed above, when a new problem ticket 124 is 

received the server action management system 106 searches 
the database system 104 for previous tickets that are similar 
to the new problem ticket 124 and that were also generated 
for nodes that are similar to the node associated with the new 
problem ticket 124. In one embodiment, similarity is deter 
mined based on the attributes of the problem tickets and/or 
attributes of the system descriptor information. The server 
action management system 106 determines the diagnosis 
and remedial actions that were taken for Such similar tickets 
from the ticketing data 112 stored within the database 
system 104. The server action management system 104 uses 
these identified actions to recommend the diagnosis and 
corrective actions for the new ticket 124. 

In one embodiment, the action recommendation module 
107 of the server action management system 106 performs 
a multi-stage process for recommending server management 
actions. The first stage is a learning stage during which the 
action recommendation module 107 performs one or more 
learning operations on the ticket data 112 and the system 
descriptor information 114 stored within one or more data 
bases 110 of the database system 104. During this learning 
stage the action recommendation module 107 generates a 
node-ticket/action record 117. For example, N is the set of 
all nodes 102 in an organization's IT infrastructure com 
prising of nodes {n,n-, ... n. T is the set of all available 
problem tickets {t1, t2 ... t. whose data is stored within the 
database system 104. Further, N is a subset of N comprising 
nodes for which a wealth of problem ticket and remedial 
action history exists. For each node n in N, its system 
descriptors (from the system descriptor information 114) 
{d, da . . . d) and its ticket descriptors (from the ticket 
data 112) {d. d, . . . d) are combined to form a 
node-ticket record ND, {d, d, . . . d pa2 ngr) 
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For example, the action recommendation module 107, for 
each problem ticket associated with information stored 
within the database system 104, identifies the attributes/ 
characteristics of the corresponding node 102 from the 
system descriptor information 114 also stored in the data 
base system 104. Examples of the attributes/characteristics 
identified by the action recommendation module 107 are 
hardware type, processor information, memory information, 
BIOS information, operating system platform/version, 
installed applications/versions, etc. The action recommen 
dation module 107 also identifies the problem that was 
associated with the corresponding node 102 from the ticket 
data 112. Examples of the problem information obtained by 
the action recommendation module 107 are failure class, 
problem, cause, etc. Based on the obtained ticket and system 
descriptor information the action recommendation module 
107 constructs a node-ticket record 117 for the given prob 
lem ticket/node. A node-ticket record space is also con 
structed from all of the node-ticket records with one dimen 
sion being attributed for each node and ticket feature. Stated 
differently, each node-ticket record is represented by a point 
in the joined space of system and ticket descriptors. The 
node-ticket records 117, in one embodiment, are stored 
within the database system 104. 

FIG. 6 shows one example of a node-ticket record 600 
generated by the action recommendation module 107. In this 
example, the node-ticket record 600 comprises the problem 
ticket ID 602 (optional) associated with the node, problem 
ticket descriptors 604, the system ID 606 (optional) associ 
ated with the node, system descriptors 608, and remedial 
actions 610 that were taken to solve the problem associated 
with the node. It should be noted that any diagnosis infor 
mation and/or or dynamic system descriptors associated 
with the node can also be included within the node-ticket 
record 600. As discussed above, the information included 
within the node-ticket record 600 is obtained by the action 
recommendation module 107 from the database system 104. 
The node-ticket records 117 are provided to the clustering 

module 116. The clustering module 116 performs one or 
more clustering operations on the node-ticket records to 
generate a node-ticket/action descriptor mapping M 120, 
also referred to herein as a “set of node-ticket clusters 120”. 
Each node-ticket cluster represents a set of similar problem 
tickets that were generated for similar nodes 102. Depending 
on the clustering operations and parameters used a cluster 
may be a single point or a region (e.g., Process type A 
between 2500 and 3200 MHZ). In one embodiment, the 
clustering module 107 creates clusters by identifying node 
ticket keywords which are similar (i.e., words with high 
correlation) and that have similar actions. All Such node 
ticket records and corresponding action mappings that have 
high correlation (e.g., within a given threshold) are clustered 
together and assigned a label. It should be noted that this is 
only one example of how clusters can be generated, and any 
type of clustering operating can be performed to create the 
clusters. 
As part of generating clusters, the action recommendation 

module 107 maps a set of actions to each cluster. For 
example, S is the set of all server management actions {s1, 
s2, . . . , s, stored within the database system 104. For each 
server management actions, that was executed on each node 
in the action recommendation module 107 identifies the 
node-ticket records 117 associated with the actions, and that 
have similar problem? system descriptors (as discussed 
above). The action recommendation module 107 then clus 
ters these node-ticket records 117 into the same cluster. 
Stated differently, the node-ticket records 117 within a given 
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10 
cluster are associated with similar (e.g., within a given 
threshold) problem? system descriptors and server manage 
ment actions that were performed to solve a similar problem. 

Therefore, a cluster provides a node/ticket/action map 
ping M. This mapping M maps server management actions 
to system descriptors for a given problem descriptor(s). The 
mapping Midentifies given node/system features that lead to 
given remedial actions, and associates each of the remedial 
actions to the system descriptors of the nodes in a cluster for 
which the actions were taken. In one embodiment, each 
cluster, and as a result, each s, in S associated with the 
cluster has an associated taxonomic label o that describes 
where the node-ticket/action mapping is in the taxonomy O. 
The taxonomic label o represents the specificity of a node 
ticket/action in the taxonomy. The taxonomic labello, can be 
viewed as a categorization label of the cluster and, in one 
embodiment, it is the cluster label that is determined by 
unsupervised clustering algorithms. 

FIG. 7 shows one example of node-ticket clusters (also 
referred to herein as “action clusters”) generated by the 
clustering module 106. In particular, the example of FIG. 7 
shows a plurality of clusters along with their given tax 
onomy labels o. In FIG. 7, four clusters 702, 704, 706, 708 
are shown. The ovals represent the clusters 702, 704, 706, 
708 and the text within the ovals is the taxonomic label o 
710, 712, 714, 716 associated with the clusters. The first 
cluster 702 is comprised of node-ticket records associated 
with a disk cleanup problem ticket. Each node-ticket record 
in this first cluster 702 has an OS system descriptor of OS 
A. Therefore, the taxonomic label assigned to this cluster 
702 by the clustering module 116 is “OS A-Disk Cleanup', 
where “OS A' is the common system descriptor(s) of the 
node-tickets descriptors associated with the first cluster 702, 
and "disk cleanup' identifies the common problem associ 
ated with the node-ticket records in the first cluster 702. In 
other words, each node-ticket record associated with the first 
cluster 702 comprises a problem ticket descriptor of “Disk 
Cleanup' and a system descriptor of “OSA'. In addition, 
each node-ticket record associated with the first cluster 702 
is also associated with an action 718 of “Empty Recycle 
Bin' that was taken to resolve the “Disk Cleanup' problem. 
The second cluster 704 has a taxonomy label 712 of “OS 

A 2003-DB2-Disk Cleanup' and is associated with the 
actions of “Archive DB2 logs”, “Clean OS A 2003 user 
profiles', and “Empty Recycle Bin'. Therefore, the node 
ticket records within the second cluster 704 each comprise 
a problem descriptor of “Disk Cleanup', and have system 
descriptors of “OS A 2003” and “DB2. Also, each node 
ticket record within the second cluster 704 is associated with 
the actions 720 of “Archive DB2 logs”, “Clean OS A 2003 
user profiles', and “Empty Recycle Bin' that were taken to 
resolve the “Disk Cleanup' problem. 
The third cluster 706 has a taxonomy label 714 of “OS 

A-DB2-Disk Cleanup' and is associated with the actions of 
“Archive DB2 logs”, and “Empty Recycle Bin'. Therefore, 
the node-ticket records within the third cluster 706 each 
comprise a problem descriptor of “Disk Cleanup' and have 
system descriptors of “OS A and “DB2. Also, each 
node-ticket record within the third cluster 706 is associated 
with the actions 722 of “Archive DB2 logs” and “Empty 
Recycle Bin' that were taken to resolve the “Disk Cleanup' 
problem. 
The fourth cluster 708 has a taxonomy label 716 of “OS 

A 2003 Version 2-DB2 V9.1-Disk Cleanup' and is associ 
ated with the actions of “Archive DB2 logs”, “Clean OS A 
2003 User Profiles', and “Empty Recycle Bin'. Therefore, 
the node-ticket records within the fourth cluster 708 each 
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comprise a problem descriptor of “Disk Cleanup' and have 
system descriptors of “OS A 2003 Version 2' and “DB2 
V9.1'. Also, each node-ticket record within the fourth 
cluster 708 is associated with the actions 724 of “Archive 
DB2 logs”, “Clean OS A 2003 User Profiles', and “Empty 
Recycle Bin' that were taken to resolve the “Disk Cleanup' 
problem. 
As can be seen from the example shown in FIG. 7, the 

clusters 702, 704, 706, 708 have varying degrees of speci 
ficity in their taxonomy. In particular, the first cluster 702 has 
the most general taxonomy since it only identifies the OS 
type (e.g., OSA), whereas the fourth cluster 708 has the 
most specific taxonomy since it identifies the OS type (e.g., 
OSA), the OS version (2003R2), an application (e.g., DB2), 
and the version of the application (e.g., V.9.1). It should be 
noted that specificity can be viewed as the distance from the 
root node of the taxonomic classification. In other words, the 
root node in the given example can be a generic cluster 
labeled as “disk cleanup', which encompasses all the clus 
ters shown in FIG. 7. However, in other embodiments, a 
more refined set of smaller clusters can be formed. 

It should be noted that, in one embodiment, the clustering 
operations discussed above are performed offline. For 
example, the clustering operations are performed when 
certain criteria are met. An example of these criteria could 
be when the number of historical node-ticket-action records 
stored in the database exceeds a predetermined threshold, 
Such that the density of data points for clustering is Sufi 
ciently high. Another example of a criterion could be the 
passage of time, so that clusters are periodically updated 
with new information. However, in other embodiments, one 
or more clustering operations are performed in real-time. 

In one embodiment, the clustering module 116 also com 
putes the distribution of diagnoses and actions taken for each 
node-ticket 117 within a cluster. For example, in FIG. 7, the 
second cluster 704 is associated with a number of disk 
cleanup problem tickets for which several different diagno 
ses were made and several different actions were taken. 
These actions included “Archive db2 logs”, “Clean win 
2003 user profiles', and Empty Recycle bin’. However, 
suppose that for 60% of these tickets the diagnosis was “full 
db2 logs' and the action taken was “Archive db2 logs'; for 
20% of these tickets the diagnosis was “excess user profiles' 
and the action was “Clean win 2003 user profiles'; and for 
80% of these tickets the diagnosis was “full recycle bin' and 
the action was “Empty Recycle bin’. Based on the above, 
the clustering module 116 computes this distribution, and 
ranks the diagnoses/actions based on their percentage fre 
quency. This ranking and optionally the numeric percentage 
frequency is shown to the system administrator as guidance 
for choosing the appropriate diagnoses and actions to be 
taken when faced with a new problem ticket that has been 
associated with this cluster. 
A second stage of the multi-stage process performed by 

the action recommendation module 107 is a production 
stage. During this stage, the action recommendation module 
107 receives a new problem ticket 124. The action recom 
mendation module 107 identifies the node associated with 
the new problem ticket 124 and obtains the system descrip 
tors associated therewith. The action recommendation mod 
ule 107 then creates a new node-ticket record 126 for the 
new problem ticket 124 similar to that discussed above. The 
query module 118 utilizes the new node-ticket record 126 as 
a query on the set of node-ticket clusters 120 (e.g., the 
cluster space). For example, the query module 118 compares 
the new node-ticket record 126 to the information within the 
set of action (node-ticket) clusters 120. 
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The query module 118 performs one or more cluster 

analysis operations to identify a given number of clusters 
that correspond to the new node-ticket record 126 within a 
given threshold (e.g., a similarity or correlation threshold). 
For example, the ranking module 122 computes a distance 
(e.g., correlation or similarity) of the node-ticket record of 
the new problem ticket 124 to each cluster in the set of action 
clusters 120. In one embodiment, the query module 118 can 
identify the problem associated with the new node-ticket 
record 126 and selects clusters in the set of action clusters 
120 with a similar problem to perform the cluster analysis 
operations on. In this embodiment, the distance between the 
new node-ticket record 126 and the selected clusters is based 
on the system descriptors of the new node-ticket record 126 
and the node-ticket records in the selected clusters. How 
ever, it should be noted that other embodiments are appli 
cable as well. For example, the distance can be based on 
both the problem descriptor(s) and system descriptor(s) of 
the new node-ticket record 126 and node-ticket records in 
the set of action clusters 120. 

Based on the cluster analysis operations performed on the 
set of action clusters 120 and the node-ticket record 126, the 
ranking module 122 ranks one or more of the node-ticket 
clusters. In one embodiment, the action clusters in the set of 
the action clusters 120 are ranked in order of increasing 
distance to the node-ticket record of the new problem ticket 
124. However, other ranking mechanisms are applicable as 
well. The ranking module 122 selects a given number of 
clusters, such as the top-ranked N clusters, based on the 
ranking assigned thereto. The ranking module 122 then 
extracts/selects at least one of the set of problem diagnoses 
and the set of remedial actions from the node-ticket records 
117 in the selected clusters. 
The extracted/selected set of problem diagnoses and/or set 

of remedial actions are then ranked by the ranking module 
122. In one embodiment, the problem diagnoses and/or 
remedial actions are ranked based on the distance between 
the new node-ticket record and the cluster from which the 
problem diagnoses and/or remedial actions were extracted/ 
selected. In another embodiment, the problem diagnoses 
and/or remedial actions can also be ranked based on the 
frequency of the extracted/selected diagnoses and/or actions 
within their respective clusters. It should be noted that these 
rankings can be weighted rankings where the weights can be 
based on the correlation between attributes of the new 
node-ticket record and some pre-defined attributes of system 
and problem ticket descriptors. In one embodiment, the 
extracted/selected problem diagnoses and/or remedial 
actions can be ranked according to their relevance and 
specificity (or generality) using the taxonomic labels asso 
ciated with their cluster. For example, a diagnosis/action 
with a higher degree of specificity as indicated by its 
taxonomic label can be ranked higher than a diagnosis/ 
action with a lower degree of specificity. In this embodi 
ment, a taxonomic label is also created for the new node 
ticket record. It should be noted that, in one embodiment, 
problem descriptors can be weighted higher than system 
descriptors, and vice-versa. Therefore, a cluster with a 
matching or corresponding problem descriptor can be 
assigned a higher rank than a cluster with a matching or 
corresponding system descriptor (and Vice-versa) when 
compared to the new node-ticket record. 

FIG. 8 shows a taxonomic label 802 created for a new 
node-ticket record and rankings of server management 
actions. In this example, the new node-ticket record com 
prises a problem descriptor of “Disk Cleanup' and system 
descriptors of “OS A 2008R2 and “DB2 V9.1°. Therefore, 
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the action recommendation module 107 has generated the 
taxonomic label 802 of “OS A 2008 R2-DB2 V9.1-Disk 
Cleanup. In one embodiment, the ranking module 122 can 
use the taxonomic label 802, individual system descriptors, 
and/or individual problem descriptors associated with the 
new node-ticket record to identify the top N corresponding 
node-ticket clusters. In this example, the top N correspond 
ing node-ticket clusters from the clusters shown in FIG. 7 
are the first cluster 702, the third cluster 706, and the fourth 
cluster 708. 

Using the taxonomic label 710, 714, 716 of these three 
clusters and the taxonomic label 802 created for the new 
node-ticket record the ranking module 122 ranks the actions 
associated with each of these top N clusters as shown in FIG. 
8. For example, FIG. 8 shows a list 804 of ranked actions 
indicating that the third cluster 706 has the highest ranking 
set of actions 722, the fourth cluster 708 has the second 
highest ranking set of actions 724, and the first cluster 702 
has the lowest ranked set of actions 718. Once the ranking 
module 122 identifies and ranks the clusters, the various 
server management actions of these clusters can be merged 
and ranked in the order of the parent clusters. If the same 
action is found in multiple clusters, it is merged into one 
action in the final list. If an action is found in one or few 
clusters with low confidence values (as discussed below), 
then the action gets eliminated from the final list. The action 
recommendation module 107 can then send the entire list 
804 of rank actions, a list 806 comprising only the highest 
ranking actions, etc. to the administrator system 108 for 
presentation to a user. The list(s) 804, 806 presented to a user 
can include the ranking associated with each set of actions 
in the list 804, 806. 

It should be noted that, in one embodiment, the ranking 
module 122 also assigns a confidence value to the rankings. 
A confidence value is a function of the distance between the 
new node-ticket record attributes and the attributes of the 
clusters. The shorter the distance, which indicates a high 
correlation, the higher the confidence values. Confidence 
values can also be computed as a function of similarity 
between the taxonomic label of the new node-ticket record 
and all existing taxonomic labels of the various clusters. 
Other values such as applicability ratings, compatibility 
ratings, etc. can also be assigned to actions as well and 
presented to a user. For example, FIG. 8 shows that the first 
ranking 808 is associated with an 80% confidence value, the 
second ranking 810 is associated with a 70% value, and the 
third ranking 812 is associated with a 30% value. 

Identifying Automation Solutions 
As discussed above, not only does the server action 

management system 106 recommend server management 
actions, but also provides relevant automation solutions 
comprised of (but not limited to) service management 
actions, setup procedures, and processes. In one embodi 
ment, the recommendation module 107 identifies, for each 
list of action clusters created by the server action manage 
ment system 106, the automation solutions that can be used 
for implementation, as shown in FIG. 9. In one embodiment, 
the search for related solutions is performed only for the 
action clusters ranked above a confidence threshold. An 
implementation Solution is determined by matching a solu 
tion server description, tool requirements, and actions with 
those of the action cluster. If one solution cannot be found 
to cover all actions, a package of solutions is created with 
solutions that all match the server description and tool 
requirements, and combined cover all the actions in the 
action cluster. None, one, or more solutions can be identified 
for an action cluster. 
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In one embodiment, automation solutions can be assigned 

a benefit value. In this embodiment, the benefit value 
assigned to full solutions is higher compared to partial 
solutions. Similarly, the benefit value assigned to individual 
Solutions is higher than the value assigned to packaged 
solutions. However, in other embodiments, the benefit value 
assigned to full solutions and individual Solutions can be 
lower than the value assigned to partial Solutions and 
packaged solutions, respectively. Matching of Solutions to 
action items can be partial, with only some of the service 
management tools required by the solution being available 
or only some of the actions being matched. The assigned 
benefit value of partial-matching Solutions is Smaller than 
the benefit of fully matching solutions. However, in other 
embodiments, the benefit value assigned to partial-matching 
Solutions can be higher than fully matching solutions. The 
benefit of a solution is combined with the confidence of the 
Solution to produce a final ranking for the list of pairs of 
action clusters and Solutions. A composite value can be 
created (e.g., taking the Sum of the two) or a pair-wise model 
can be used, (e.g., ranking first by confidence and then by 
benefit). 

FIG. 9 illustrates a solution list903 for a node-ticket input 
901 related to system features “OS A 2008R2 and “soft 
ware db2 v9.1; server management tools “TEM’; and 
action “disk cleanup”. The benefit of the third cluster 906 
(Rank 1) is smaller because the node currently does not have 
ITM installed. The benefit of the fourth cluster 902 (Rank 2) 
is diminished because the solution is partial-automatic. The 
benefit of the first cluster 908 (Rank 3) is diminished 
because it is partially automatic. The average of confidence 
vs. benefit is the same for the first two ranked clusters. The 
system administrator can select the second ranked cluster 
(the fourth cluster 902) for immediate implementation, and 
the first ranked cluster (third cluster 906) for near-term 
implementation conditioned by installation of ITM service 
management tool. 

Operational Flow Diagrams 
FIG. 10 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one 

example of a learning phase for identifying server manage 
ment actions for resolving problems associated with one or 
more nodes in information technology infrastructure. The 
operational flow of FIG. 10 starts at step 1002 and flows 
directly into step 1004. The action recommendation module 
107, at step 1004, obtains system descriptor information 115 
and problem ticket descriptor information 114 for each 
historical problem ticket. The action recommendation mod 
ule 107, at step 1006, constructs a node-ticket descriptor 
space with one dimension for each node and ticket feature. 
The action recommendation module 107, at step 1008, 

identifies the server management actions taken for each of 
the historical problem tickets. The action recommendation 
module 107, at step 1010, performs one or more clustering 
operations on points in the node-ticket descriptor space. The 
action recommendation module 107, at step 1012, computes 
the distribution of diagnoses and actions taken for each 
node-ticket cluster that has been generated from performing 
the one or more clustering operations. The control flow then 
exits at step 1014. 

FIG. 11 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one 
example of a production phase for identifying server man 
agement actions for resolving problems associated with one 
or more nodes in information technology infrastructure. The 
operational flow of FIG. 11 starts at step 1102 and flows 
directly into step 1104. The action recommendation module 
107, at step 1104, receives at least one new problem ticket 
124 identifying one or more operational problems at one or 
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more information processing nodes 102. The action recom 
mendation module 107, at step 1106, generates a new 
node-ticket descriptor for the new problem ticket 124. 
The action recommendation module 107, at step 1108, 

determines if the node-ticket descriptor matches any active 
automation solution on the specific node. If the result of this 
determination is positive the action recommendation module 
107, at step 1110, sends a notification to the admin system 
108. The notification may include details about the action to 
be taken by the admin system 108 or human operator upon 
receipt. In a sample embodiment, the notification includes 
details on what actions should be performed, according to 
the solution descriptor, Process On Ticket 516, if a specific 
action is indicated. If no action is indicated, the receipt of a 
ticket is considered an anomaly from expected automation 
process, and the notification sent by action recommendation 
module 107 will indicate this. This notification includes the 
details of the action to be taken to correct the problem and 
details of the automated solution to be implemented at the 
system experiencing the problem. The control flow then 
exits at step 1112. 

If the result of the determination made at step 1108 is 
negative, the action recommendation module 107, at Step 
1114, computes the distance from the new node-ticket 
descriptor to each node-ticket cluster 120. The action rec 
ommendation module 107, at step 1116, creates a weighted 
ranking of system management diagnoses and actions based 
on cluster distance and distribution of diagnoses and actions. 
The action recommendation module 107, at step creates a 
weighted ranking of actions clusters based on cluster dis 
tance and distribution of diagnoses and actions. The action 
recommendation module 107, at step 1118, identifies match 
ing automation solutions for the ranked action clusters. The 
action recommendation module 107, at step 1120, deter 
mines if a confidence associated with each ranked action 
cluster is above a given threshold that would enable the 
action recommendation action to implement the Solution 
automatically and resolve the problem. If this determination 
is negative, the action recommendation module 107 cannot 
take any problem resolution action and, at step 1122. 
informs the admin system 108 of the ranked list of actions 
and automation Solutions associated with the ranked action 
clusters having a matching confidence above the threshold. 
The control flow then exits at step 1124. The system 
administrator is expected to analyze the solutions and decide 
on how to resolve the problem. 

If the determination made at step 1120 is positive, the 
action recommendation module 107 can initiate the auto 
mated resolution of the problem. The control flows to entry 
point A of FIG. 12. The action recommendation module 107. 
at Step 1226, determines if it is enabled to triggeractions and 
all the prerequisites for execution of the actions are satisfied 
(such as, completely match of system characteristics). If the 
result of this determination is negative the control flows to 
entry point B of FIG. 11, where the action recommendation 
module 107 provides the admin system 108 of all of the 
solution candidates. If the result of this determination is 
positive, the action recommendation module 107 initiates 
the execution of a solution. The action recommendation 
module 107, at step 1228, it sends a notification of the action 
and Solution to the designated management tool. 
The action recommendation module 107, at step 1230, 

determines if the system management tool is enabled to 
trigger an action. If the result of this determination is 
negative the control flows to entry point B of FIG. 11. If the 
result of this determination is positive, the action recom 
mendation module 107, at step 1232, triggers execution of a 
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remedial action(s) by interacting with specific system man 
agement tools. The action recommendation module 107, at 
step 1234, sends a notification to the admin system 108 that 
an automated action was triggered for the input node-ticket 
descriptor. The control flow then exits at step 1236. 

FIG. 13 is an operational flow diagram illustrating one 
example for identifying server management actions for 
resolving problems associated with one or more nodes in 
information technology infrastructure. The operational flow 
of FIG. 13 starts at step 1302 and flows directly into step 
1304. The action recommendation module 107, at step 1304, 
obtains system descriptor information 114 and problem 
ticket descriptor information 112 for each historical problem 
ticket. The action recommendation module 107, at step 
1306, generates a node-ticket record 126 for an information 
processing node 102 associated with a problem ticket 124. 
The node-ticket record 126 comprises a set of system 
descriptors and a set of problem descriptors. Each of the set 
of system descriptors describes at least one attribute of the 
information processing node 102. Each of the set of problem 
descriptors describes at least one operational problem occur 
ring at the information processing node 102. 
The action recommendation module 107, at step 1308, 

queries, based on the node-ticket record 126, a set of 
node-ticket clusters 120. Each of the set of node-ticket 
clusters 120 maps a set of server management actions 115 to 
set of historical node-ticket records 117 associated with the 
node-ticket cluster 120. Each of the set of historical node 
ticket records 120 comprises at least one common system 
descriptor and at least one common problem descriptor. The 
set of server management actions 115 were previously 
performed to resolve at least one operational problem asso 
ciated with at least one information processing node. The 
action recommendation module 107, at step 1310, identifies, 
based on the querying, at least one set of server management 
actions 115 associated with at least one of the set of 
node-ticket clusters 120 corresponding to the node-ticket 
record within a given threshold. The control flow exits at 
step 1312. 

Information Processing System 
FIG. 14 illustrates an information processing system 1402 

that can be utilized in various embodiments of the present 
invention. The information processing system 1402 shown 
in FIG. 14 is only one example of a suitable system and is 
not intended to limit the scope of use or functionality of 
embodiments of the present invention described above. The 
information processing system 1402 of FIG. 14 is capable of 
implementing and/or performing any of the functionality set 
forth above. Any Suitably configured processing system can 
be used as the information processing system 1402 in 
embodiments of the present invention. 
As illustrated in FIG. 14, the information processing 

system 1402 is in the form of a general-purpose computing 
device. The components of the information processing sys 
tem 1402 can include, but are not limited to, one or more 
processors or processing units 1404, a system memory 1406, 
and a bus 1408 that couples various system components 
including the system memory 1406 to the processor 1404. 
The bus 1408 represents one or more of any of several 

types of bus structures, including a memory bus or memory 
controller, a peripheral bus, an accelerated graphics port, and 
a processor or local bus using any of a variety of bus 
architectures. By way of example, and not limitation, Such 
architectures include Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) 
bus, Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA 
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(EISA) bus, Video Electronics Standards Association 
(VESA) local bus, and Peripheral Component Interconnects 
(PCI) bus. 
The system memory 1406, in one embodiment, comprises 

the action recommendation module 107 and its components 
discussed above. The system memory 1406 can also com 
prise one or more of the databases 114 discussed above as 
well. Even though FIG. 14 shows the action recommenda 
tion module 107 residing in the main memory, the action 
recommendation module 107 can reside within the processor 
1404, be a separate hardware component, and/or be distrib 
uted across a plurality of information processing systems 
and/or processors. 
The system memory 1406 can also include computer 

system readable media in the form of volatile memory, such 
as random access memory (RAM) 1410 and/or cache 
memory 1412. The information processing system 1402 can 
further include other removable/non-removable, volatile? 
non-volatile computer system storage media. By way of 
example only, a storage system 1414 can be provided for 
reading from and writing to a non-removable or removable, 
non-volatile media Such as one or more solid state disks 
and/or magnetic media (typically called a “hard drive”). A 
magnetic disk drive for reading from and writing to a 
removable, non-volatile magnetic disk (e.g., a "floppy 
disk”), and an optical disk drive for reading from or writing 
to a removable, non-volatile optical disk such as a CD 
ROM, DVD-ROM or other optical media can be provided. 
In such instances, each can be connected to the bus 1408 by 
one or more data media interfaces. The memory 1406 can 
include at least one program product having a set of program 
modules that are configured to carry out the functions of an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

Program/utility 1416, having a set of program modules 
1418, may be stored in memory 1406 by way of example, 
and not limitation, as well as an operating system, one or 
more application programs, other program modules, and 
program data. Each of the operating system, one or more 
application programs, other program modules, and program 
data or some combination thereof, may include an imple 
mentation of a networking environment. Program modules 
1418 generally carry out the functions and/or methodologies 
of embodiments of the present invention. 
The information processing system 1402 can also com 

municate with one or more external devices 1420 such as a 
keyboard, a pointing device, a display 1422, etc.; one or 
more devices that enable a user to interact with the infor 
mation processing system 1402; and/or any devices (e.g., 
network card, modem, etc.) that enable computer system/ 
server 1402 to communicate with one or more other com 
puting devices. Such communication can occur via I/O 
interfaces 1424. Still yet, the information processing system 
1402 can communicate with one or more networks such as 
a local area network (LAN), a general wide area network 
(WAN), and/or a public network (e.g., the Internet) via 
network adapter 1426. As depicted, the network adapter 
1426 communicates with the other components of informa 
tion processing system 1402 via the bus 1408. Other hard 
ware and/or software components can also be used in 
conjunction with the information processing system 1402. 
Examples include, but are not limited to: microcode, device 
drivers, redundant processing units, external disk drive 
arrays, RAID Systems, tape drives, and data archival storage 
systems. 

Non-Limiting Examples 

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describ 
ing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be 
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18 
limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms 
“a”, “an and “the are intended to include the plural forms 
as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will 
be further understood that the terms “comprises” and/or 
“comprising, when used in this specification, specify the 
presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, ele 
ments, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence 
or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, 
operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof. 
The flowcharts and block diagrams in the Figures illus 

trate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible 
implementations of systems, methods, and computer pro 
gram products according to various embodiments of the 
present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart 
or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or 
portion of code, which comprises one or more executable 
instructions for implementing the specified logical 
function(s). It should also be noted that, in some alternative 
implementations, the functions noted in the block may occur 
out of the order noted in the figures. For example, two blocks 
shown in Succession may, in fact, be executed Substantially 
concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in 
the reverse order, depending upon the functionality 
involved. It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or 
combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions. 

Aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a 
system, method, or computer program product. Accordingly, 
aspects of the present invention may take the form of an 
entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodi 
ment (including firmware, resident Software, micro-code, 
etc.), or an embodiment combining software and hardware 
aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a 
“circuit”, “module' or “system’. Furthermore, aspects of the 
present invention may take the form of a computer program 
product embodied in one or more computer readable medi 
um(s) having computer readable program code embodied 
thereon. 
Any combination of one or more computer readable 

medium(s) may be utilized. The computer readable medium 
may be a computer readable signal medium or a computer 
readable storage medium. A computer readable storage 
medium may be, for example, but not limited to, an elec 
tronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semi 
conductor system, apparatus, or device, or any Suitable 
combination of the foregoing. More specific examples (a 
non-exhaustive list) of the computer readable storage 
medium would include the following: an electrical connec 
tion having one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, 
a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only 
memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only 
memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a 
portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an 
optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, or any 
suitable combination of the foregoing. In the context of this 
document, a computer readable storage medium may be any 
tangible medium that can contain, or store a program for use 
by or in connection with an instruction execution system, 
apparatus, or device. 
A computer readable signal medium may include a propa 

gated data signal with computer readable program code 
embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as part of a 
carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may take any of a 
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variety of forms, including, but not limited to, electro 
magnetic, optical, or any Suitable combination thereof. A 
computer readable signal medium may be any computer 
readable medium that is not a computer readable storage 
medium and that can communicate, propagate, or transport 
a program for use by or in connection with an instruction 
execution system, apparatus, or device. 

Program code embodied on a computer readable medium 
may be transmitted using any appropriate medium, includ 
ing but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical fiber cable, 
RF, etc., or any Suitable combination of the foregoing. 
Computer program code for carrying out operations for 

aspects of the present invention may be written in any 
combination of one or more programming languages, 
including an object oriented programming language Such as 
Java, Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional procedural 
programming languages, such as the 'C' programming 
language or similar programming languages. The program 
code may execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on 
the user's computer, as a stand-alone software package, 
partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote 
computer or entirely on the remote computer or server. In the 
latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the 
user's computer through any type of network, including a 
local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or 
the connection may be made to an external computer (for 
example, through the Internet using an Internet Service 
Provider). 

Aspects of the present invention have been discussed 
above with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block 
diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems) and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the inven 
tion. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, 
can be implemented by computer program instructions. 
These computer program instructions may be provided to a 
processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose 
computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus 
to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which 
execute via the processor of the computer or other program 
mable data processing apparatus, create means for imple 
menting the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or 
block diagram block or blocks. 

These computer program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer, 
other programmable data processing apparatus, or other 
devices to function in a particular manner, such that the 
instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro 
duce an article of manufacture including instructions which 
implement the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or 
block diagram block or blocks. 

The computer program instructions may also be loaded 
onto a computer, other programmable data processing appa 
ratus, or other devices to cause a series of operational steps 
to be performed on the computer, other programmable 
apparatus or other devices to produce a computer imple 
mented process such that the instructions which execute on 
the computer or other programmable apparatus provide 
processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in 
the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. 

The description of the present invention has been pre 
sented for purposes of illustration and description, but is not 
intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the 
form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without depart 
ing from the scope and spirit of the invention. The embodi 
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20 
ments above were chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention and the practical 
application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art 
to understand the invention for various embodiments with 
various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method, with an information processing system, for 

automatically configuring one or more nodes in an informa 
tion technology infrastructure with server management 
actions for automatically resolving problems associated with 
the one or more nodes, the method comprising: 

generating, by a processing circuit of the at least one 
information processing system, a node-ticket record for 
an information processing node associated with an 
unresolved problem ticket identifying at least one unre 
Solved problem with the information processing node, 
wherein the node-ticket record is separate and distinct 
from the unresolved problem ticket associated with the 
information processing node and only contains a set of 
system descriptors and a set of problem descriptors, 
wherein each of the set of system descriptors describes 
at least one attribute of the information processing 
node, and wherein each of the set of problem descrip 
tors describes at least one operational problem occur 
ring at the information processing node; 

querying, by the processing circuit utilizing the node 
ticket record, a set of node-ticket clusters, wherein each 
of the set of node-ticket clusters is comprised of a 
plurality of historical node-ticket records each assigned 
to a given node-ticket cluster based on at least one 
common system descriptor and at least one common 
problem descriptor comprised within each of the plu 
rality of historical node-ticket records, each of the set 
of node-ticket clusters further comprising a set of 
server management actions mapped to each of the 
plurality of historical node-ticket records, wherein the 
set of server management actions were previously 
performed to resolve at least one operational problem 
associated with at least one information processing 
node: 

identifying, by the processing circuit based on the que 
rying, at least one set of server management actions 
associated with at least one of the set of node-ticket 
clusters corresponding to the node-ticket record within 
a given threshold, wherein the identifying comprises: 
identifying, based on the querying, a top N number of 

node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node-ticket 
record, wherein the at least one set of server man 
agementactions that has been identified is associated 
with at least one of the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters, 

wherein identifying the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters comprises: 
determining a clustering distance between each of 

the set of node-ticket clusters and the node-ticket 
record; and 

selecting a Subset of node-ticket clusters from the set 
of node-ticket clusters comprising N shortest clus 
tering distances as the top N node-ticket clusters; 

assigning a rank to each set of server management 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters; and 

Selecting the at least one set of server management 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters based on the rank assigned; and 
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automatically resolving, by the processing circuit, the 
unresolved problem at the information processing node 
utilizing the at least one set of server management 
actions, wherein automatically resolving the unre 
Solved problem comprises 
automatically configuring, by the processing circuit, 

one or more system management tools residing at the 
information processing node to perform the at least 
one set of server management actions. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
presenting the at least one set of server management 

actions that has been identified to a user. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the set of 

node-ticket clusters is associated with a taxonomic label 
generated based on the at least one common system descrip 
tor and the at least one common problem descriptor asso 
ciated with the node-ticket cluster. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
presenting the at least one set of server management 

actions to a user with the rank assigned to the at least 
one set of server management actions that has been 
selected. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the top N 
node-ticket clusters is associated with a taxonomic label 
generated based on the at least one common system descrip 
tor and the at least one common problem descriptor asso 
ciated with each of the top N clusters, and 

wherein the rank is assigned to the each set of server 
management actions associated with each of the top N 
node-ticket clusters based on the taxonomic label of 
each of the top N node-ticket clusters. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the rank is assigned 
based on one of a level of generality and a level of specificity 
of the taxonomic label. 

7. A method, with an information processing system, for 
automatically configuring one or more nodes in an informa 
tion technology infrastructure with automation Solutions for 
automatically resolving problems associated with the one or 
more nodes in the information technology infrastructure, the 
method comprising: 

generating, by a processing circuit of the at least one 
information processing system, a node-ticket record for 
an information processing node associated with at least 
one unresolved problem ticket identifying at least one 
unresolved problem with the information processing 
node, wherein the node-ticket record is separate and 
distinct from the unresolved problem ticket associated 
with the information processing node and only contains 
a set of problem descriptors and a set of system 
descriptors, wherein each of the set of problem descrip 
tors describes at least one operational problem occur 
ring at the information processing node, and wherein 
each of the set of system descriptors describes at least 
one attribute of the information processing node: 

querying, by the processing circuit utilizing the node 
ticket record, a set of node-ticket clusters and a set of 
automation solutions associated with the set of node 
ticket clusters, wherein each of the set of node-ticket 
clusters is comprised of a plurality of historical node 
ticket records each assigned to a given node-ticket 
cluster based on at least one common system descriptor 
and at least one common problem descriptor comprised 
within each of the plurality of historical node-ticket 
records, each of the set of node-ticket clusters further 
comprising a set of server management actions and the 
set of automation Solutions mapped to each of the 
plurality of historical node-ticket records, wherein each 
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of the set of automation solutions configures one or 
more information processing nodes to automatically 
perform one or more of the set of server management 
actions for resolving at least one operational problem 
associated with the one or more information processing 
nodes, and wherein each of the set of automation 
Solutions is associated with a set of service manage 
ment actions and comprises a set of information tech 
nology service management processes required for 
repeatedly executing the automation solution; 

identifying, by the processing circuit based on the que 
rying, at least one set of server management actions and 
at least one automated Solution associated with at least 
one of the set of node-ticket clusters corresponding to 
the node-ticket record within a given threshold, 
wherein the identifying comprises: 
identifying, based on the querying, a top N number of 

node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node-ticket 
record, wherein the at least one set of server man 
agementactions that has been identified is associated 
with at least one of the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters, 

wherein identifying the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters comprises: 
determining a clustering distance between each of 

the set of node-ticket clusters and the node-ticket 
record; and 

selecting a Subset of node-ticket clusters from the set 
of node-ticket clusters comprising N shortest clus 
tering distances as the top N node-ticket clusters: 

assigning a rank to each set of server management 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters; and 

selecting the at least one set of server management actions 
associated with each of the top N node-ticket clusters 
based on the rank assigned; and 

automatically resolving, by the processing circuit, the 
unresolved problem at the information processing node 
utilizing the at least one set of server management 
actions and the at least one automated Solution, wherein 
automatically resolving the unresolved problem com 
prises 
automatically configuring, by the processing circuit, 

one or more system management tools residing at the 
information processing node to perform the at least 
one automation solution, wherein the at least one 
automation Solution automatically performs the at 
least one set of server management actions. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the node-ticket record 
further comprises a set of service management descriptors, 
and wherein each of the set of service management descrip 
tors describes at least one attribute of at least one set of 
service management tools and processes associated with the 
information processing node, and 

wherein each of the set of historical node-ticket records 
further comprises at least one common service man 
agement descriptor. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the at least one set of 
server management actions and the at least one automated 
solution are identified based on the set of problem descrip 
tors, the set of system descriptors, and the set of service 
management descriptors of the information processing node 
corresponding to the at least one common problem descrip 
tor, the at least one common system descriptor, and the at 
least one common service management descriptor of the set 
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of historical node-ticket records associated with the at least 
one of the set of node-ticket clusters within the given 
threshold. 

10. The method of claim 7, wherein each of the set of 
automation Solutions is associated with at least one of: 

a set of system descriptors; 
a set of service management tools; 
a set of setup instructions; 
a set of service management actions; and 
a set of service management processes. 
11. A computer program product for automatically con 

figuring one or more nodes in an information technology 
infrastructure with server management actions for automati 
cally resolving problems associated with the one or more 
nodes, the computer program product comprising: 

a non-transitory storage medium readable by a processing 
circuit and storing instructions for execution by the 
processing circuit for performing a method comprising: 
generating, by the processing circuit, a node-ticket 

record for an information processing node associated 
with an unresolved problem ticket identifying at least 
one unresolved problem with the information pro 
cessing node, wherein the node-ticket record is sepa 
rate and distinct from the unresolved problem ticket 
associated with the information processing node and 
only contains a set of system descriptors and a set of 
problem descriptors, wherein each of the set of 
system descriptors describes at least one attribute of 
the information processing node, and wherein each 
of the set of problem descriptors describes at least 
one operational problem occurring at the information 
processing node: 

querying, by the processing circuit utilizing the node 
ticket record, a set of node-ticket clusters, wherein 
each of the set of node-ticket clusters is comprised of 
a plurality of historical node-ticket records each 
assigned to a given node-ticket cluster based on at 
least one common system descriptor and at least one 
common problem descriptor comprised within each 
of the plurality of historical node-ticket records, each 
of the set of node-ticket clusters further comprising 
a set of server management actions mapped to each 
of the plurality of historical node-ticket records, 
wherein the set of server management actions were 
performed previously to resolve at least one opera 
tional problem associated with at least one informa 
tion processing node; 

identifying, by the processing circuit based on the 
querying, at least one set of server management 
actions associated with at least one of the set of 
node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node-ticket 
record within a given threshold, wherein the identi 
fying comprises: 

identifying, based on the querying, a top N number of 
node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node-ticket 
record, wherein the at least one set of server man 
agementactions that has been identified is associated 
with at least one of the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters, 

wherein identifying the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters comprises: 
determining a clustering distance between each of 

the set of node-ticket clusters and the node-ticket 
record; and 

selecting a Subset of node-ticket clusters from the set 
of node-ticket clusters comprising N shortest clus 
tering distances as the top N node-ticket clusters; 
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assigning a rank to each set of server management 

actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters; and 

Selecting the at least one set of server management 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters based on the rank assigned; and 

automatically resolving, by the processing circuit, the 
unresolved problem at the information processing 
node utilizing the at least one set of server manage 
ment actions, wherein automatically resolving the 
unresolved problem comprises 

automatically configuring, by the processing circuit, 
one or more system management tools residing at the 
information processing node to perform the at least 
one set of server management actions. 

12. The computer program product of claim 11, wherein 
identifying the at least one set of server management actions 
further comprises: 

presenting the at least one set of server management 
actions to a user with the rank assigned to the at least 
one set of server management actions that has been 
selected. 

13. An information processing system for automatically 
configuring one or more nodes in an information technology 
infrastructure with server management actions for automati 
cally resolving problems associated with the one or more 
nodes, the information processing system comprising: 

a memory; 
a processor communicatively coupled to the memory; and 
an action recommendation module communicatively 

coupled to the memory and the processor, wherein the 
action recommendation module is configured to per 
form a method comprising: 
generating a node-ticket record for an information 

processing node associated with an unresolved prob 
lem ticket identifying at least one unresolved prob 
lem with the information processing node, wherein 
the node-ticket record is separate and distinct from 
the unresolved problem ticket associated with the 
information processing node and only contains a set 
of system descriptors and a set of problem descrip 
tors, wherein each of the set of system descriptors 
describes at least one attribute of the information 
processing node, and wherein each of the set of 
problem descriptors describes at least one opera 
tional problem occurring at the information process 
ing node: 

querying, utilizing the node-ticket record, a set of 
node-ticket clusters, wherein each of the set of 
node-ticket clusters is comprised of a plurality of 
historical node-ticket records each assigned to a 
given node-ticket cluster based on at least one com 
mon system descriptor and at least one common 
problem descriptor comprised within each of the 
plurality of historical node-ticket records, each of the 
set of node-ticket clusters further comprising a set of 
server management actions mapped to each of the 
plurality of historical node-ticket records, wherein 
the set of server management actions were previ 
ously performed to resolve at least one operational 
problem associated with at least one information 
processing node; and 

identifying, based on the querying, at least one set of 
server management actions associated with at least one 
of the set of node-ticket clusters corresponding to the 
node-ticket record within a given threshold, wherein 
the identifying comprises: 
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identifying, based on the querying, a top N number of 
node-ticket clusters corresponding to the node-ticket 
record, wherein the at least one set of server man 
agementactions that has been identified is associated 
with at least one of the top N number of node-ticket 5 
clusters, 

wherein identifying the top N number of node-ticket 
clusters comprises: 
determining a clustering distance between each of 

the set of node-ticket clusters and the node-ticket 10 
record; and 

selecting a Subset of node-ticket clusters from the set 
of node-ticket clusters comprising N shortest clus 
tering distances as the top N node-ticket clusters; 

assigning a rank to each set of server management 15 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters; and 

Selecting the at least one set of server management 
actions associated with each of the top N node-ticket 
clusters based on the rank assigned; and 2O 

automatically resolving the unresolved problem at the 
information processing node utilizing the at least one 
set of server management actions, wherein automati 
cally resolving the unresolved problem comprises 

automatically configuring one or more system manage- 25 
ment tools residing at the information processing 
node to perform the at least one set of server man 
agement actions. 
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